
CASE STUDY
Sustainable Solutions: How  
Radius Recycling  Reduced Carbon 
Footprint and Azure Costs with 
Nerdio Manager for Enterprise  
Discover how a global leader in  recycled metal products    made the switch 

to Nerdio to improve user management and deployment efficiency, while 

shaving more than $3,000 each month off its Azure bill. 

Learn More At: 
getnerdio.com/nme

http://www.getnerdio.com/nmm


PUTTING THE PEDAL TO THE METAL 
ON DEPLOYMENTS 

  Radius Recycling    is  one of North America’s largest manufacturers and exporters of recycled metal products . In addition to 

operating large recycling facilities and its own steel mills,  Radius  also runs 50 Pick-n-Pull lots across the United States and 

Canada. These allow people to sell old cars, and customers to procure the recycled or salvaged components.  

Originally, this part of the business leveraged a legacy VDI provider and was heavily reliant on old servers running on 

Windows 2008 to host a number of custom applications developed in-house. This created endless challenges not only for 

IT, but all of the employees. It was breaking so often Radius felt it was completely unstable and untenable. So eventually 

their dev team began the process of migrating the main SQL server that supports Pick-n-Pull’s mission critical apps over 

to Azure. 

However, because Joel Brown, Cloud System Engineer at Radius Recycling   was the only IT employee tasked with 

rebuilding said apps from scratch and deploying them on Windows 10, it quickly became an overwhelmingly tedious and  

inefficient process. 

“The first time I went through the deployment process was such a pain and took up so much time,” noted Brown. 

“I was working lots of nights and weekends on what essentially became my pet project. It frequently consisted of 

pushing a button, waiting around for something to happen, and then making more updates - definitely not the 

best use of my time.” 
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Following the initial frustration Brown experienced, he was perusing The Azure Academy’s YouTube channel when he 

discovered Nerdio Manager for Enterprise in a video talking about how to best support the Azure Virtual Desktop (AVD) 

deployment process.  

“I had never heard of Nerdio before, but once I saw the Azure Academy tutorial, I knew I needed to do a deeper dive to 

see if the product was as amazing as it seemed,” Brown mentioned. “I connected with someone at Nerdio who walked 

me through all of the functionality and got me started with our proof of concept (POC) stage. I had no idea at the time 

how invaluable this platform would become for our operations at  Radius .” 

During the initial POC, Brown was hesitant about ceding control and letting Nerdio Manager automate so much. But 

once a small test environment was created in AVD, he immediately saw and experienced how easy the platform was to 

trust. Brown quickly integrated Nerdio into  Radius ’s dev UAT (user application testing) and production environments, 

before rolling out fully to manage its 500 monthly active AVD users.       

https://www.picknpull.com/
http://www.getnerdio.com/nmm
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NERDIO IS A STEEL (PUN INTENDED) 

When discussing the need for Nerdio Manager with his boss, Brown was met with no resistance after he explained 

how seamlessly it would integrate into the existing Azure infrastructure and billing. There would be no need to 

go through the elaborate procurement process typically necessary with a new vendor because Nerdio Manager 

is installed directly from the Azure Marketplace into the customer’s tenant. Additionally, when used correctly, 

Nerdio cost savings easily outweigh the monthly costs and seamlessly integrate into Azure billing. “You won’t 

even notice it on the Azure bill,” Brown added. 

 

From there, setup was a breeze with the expert resources and support from the Nerdio team.  

“Everyone at Nerdio was incredibly knowledgeable, friendly, and technically savvy. I could tell the person 

that helped with onboarding had done this many times before, and had an answer for everything,” said 

Brown. “I’ve worked with many other vendors in a similar capacity and the responses I usually get to issues 

are more along the lines of ‘Wow, I’ve never seen this before.’” 

All subsequent questions that Brown has emailed to Nerdio support have been responded to quickly and 

thoroughly, helping him to fully understand both this issue at hand and the fix. Not only has Nerdio been 

incredibly responsive, but also proactive in its engagements with partners. Customer Success  M anagers 

regularly reach out with the offer to do remote health checks, analysis of the environment to ensure everything 

is optimally configured, et cetera.  

MORE GREEN ACROSS THE BOARD 

“I COULDN’T IMAGINE MANAGING AN AVD ENVIRONMENT WITHOUT NERDIO 

MANAGER FOR ENTERPRISE,” STATED BROWN. “EVEN THOUGH I HAD SOME FEARS 

ABOUT THE ‘SET AND FORGET’ FEATURE OF THE PLATFORM, ONCE I SAW IT IN ACTION, 

I NOT ONLY BECAME A BELIEVER, BUT AN EVANGELIST FOR NERDIO THROUGHOUT 

THE ORGANIZATION.” 

The efficacy of Nerdio Manager for Enterprise not only made the deployment of custom apps on Azure much 

simpler, but also lowers  Radius ’s carbon footprint and saves the company money.   

http://www.getnerdio.com/nmm
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An organization with sustainability in its DNA,  Radius Recycling    is dedicated to creating a low carbon future. 

By leveraging Nerdio, IT is able to automatically scale compute to match usage, thereby drastically reducing 

unnecessary carbon expenditure.  

On top of the environmental impact,  Radius  also saves approximately $3,000 a month in compute, and incalculable 

man hours, due to Nerdio’s automation of much of the tedious administrative work associated with managing 

Azure.

  ” NOW MOST OF MY INTERACTIONS IN THE NERDIO PLATFORM CONSIST OF A SINGLE 

CLICK. IT HAS MADE DEALING WITH AVD AND AZURE AN ANCILLARY TASK THAT NO 

LONGER DETRACTS FROM MY PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES,” BOASTED BROWN. “NERDIO 

MANAGER FOR ENTERPRISE EASILY SAVES FOUR TO SIX HOURS OF WORK ON ANY GIVEN 

DEPLOYMENT, WHICH QUICKLY COMPOUNDS OVER TIME.” 

  Radius    as an organization has acquired a number of companies over the years to bolster its customer offerings and 

drive innovation. Since its onboarding, Nerdio Manager and AVD have been instrumental in ensuring a smooth 

integration of the new employees and systems as the company continues to grow and expand.  

Currently,  Radius Recycling  manages its 500+ monthly active users on AVD with Nerdio, and the response from 

employees has been a resounding sigh of relief. They no longer face the same challenges with the  previous  UX, 

the help desk is no longer drowning in related requests, and the employees accessing third-party apps hosted on 

AVD noticed the improvement in performance immediately.  

“MY ONLY REGRET IS NOT HAVING HEARD OF NERDIO SOONER,” CONCLUDED BROWN. 

“DEPLOYING WITH NERDIO FROM THE BEGINNING IS THE ONLY WAY TO GO AND WILL 

SAVE YOU SO MANY HEADACHES BOTH IN THE SHORT AND LONG TERMS.” 

ENABLING CORE BUSINESS OPERATIONS 

getnerdio.com/nme
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ABOUT NERDIO

Nerdio adds value on top of the powerful capabilities in Azure Virtual Desktop, Windows 365, and Microsoft 

Intune by delivering hundreds of features that simplify management, ensure efficient operations, and lower 

Azure compute and storage costs by up to 80% via automation. Enterprise IT professionals can deliver and 

maintain a wide range of virtual Windows endpoints and Windows applications across hybrid workforces with 

ease and fine-tune end-user computing (EUC) approaches for maximum effectiveness using powerful monitoring 

and analytics capabilities.

CONTACT US:
Email: hello@getnerdio.com

Website: getnerdio.com/nme

Find Nerdio in the Azure Marketplace: nerdio.co/nme

getnerdio.com/nme
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